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Abstract. This paper generalizes the axiomatic approach to the design of
income inequality measures to the multiattribute context. While the exten-
sion of most axioms considered desirable for inequality indices is straight-
forward, it is not entirely clear when a situation is more unequal than
another when each person is characterised by a vector of attributes of well-
being. We explore two majorization criteria which are partial orders ranking
distributions of attributes by their degree of inequality. The two criteria are
motivated by the Pigou-Dalton Transfer Principle in the unidimensional
context and its equivalent formulation. These criteria gauge inequality
loosely speaking with respect to the dispersion of the multidimensional dis-
tribution of the attributes. They, however, fail to address a di�erent di-
mension of multivariate inequality pertaining to an increase in the
correlation of the attributes. In this connection, this paper introduces a
correlation-increasing majorization criterion proposed by Boland and
Proschan (1988). Finally, in conjunction with other axioms commonly in-
voked in the literature on inequality, the majorization criteria lead inexo-
rably to the class of multidimensional generalized entropy measures.

1. Introduction

Inequality among a group of people, nations or regions has often been
measured in terms of income (see, e.g., Kolm 1976a, b; Atkinson 1970; Sen
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1973; Cowell and Kuga 1981; Cowell 1980; Shorrocks 1980, 1984; Ebert
1988a, b). However, many economists have argued that income is a poor
indicator of welfare and should be supplemented by other attributes of well-
being such as indicators of health and literacy. The basic needs approach in
development economics contends that rapid economic growth may not
necessarily be accompanied by improvements in health and education, (see,
e.g., Streeten 1981). In recent years, Sen has launched a fundamental critique
of utilizing income as the sole measure of well-being, (e.g., Sen 1985, 1987,
1992). In the context of inequality measurement, the views summarized in-
evitably lead to the use of multidimensional inequality indices.

In the multiattribute context, the ®rst problem confronting researchers in
the measurement of inequality is the meaning of multidimensional inequality.
The pioneering papers by Kolm (1977) and Atkinson and Bourguignon
(1982) explored the theoretical foundation of multidimensional inequality.1

They however stopped short of explicitly deriving inequality indices.2 A
small but expanding literature on multidimensional inequality indices has
gradually emerged in recent years.3

One objective of this paper is to extend the axiomatic treatment of income
inequality indices to the multiattribute context. When is one situation more
unequal than another in the multiattribute context? This paper explores two
multivariate majorization criteria, namely, Uniform Pigou-Dalton and
Uniform Majorization, that are generalizations of univariate majorizations.
They are partial orders ranking distributions of attributes by their degrees of
inequality. Unlike their univariate counterparts, these criteria are not
equivalent.

As shown below, the two multivariate majorizations fail to rank two
matrices of attributes as more (or less) unequal if there is an increase in the
correlation of the attributes among the persons in question. Let

X � 2 4 6
1 5 2

� �
and Y � 2 4 6

1 2 5

� �
be two distributions of two attri-

butes among three persons; the jth row is the distribution of the jth attributes
among the three persons and the ith column is then the amounts of attributes
possessed by the ith person. Y is derived from X by switching the amounts of
the second attribute between the second person and the third person. After

1 See also Marshall and Olkin (1979, chapter 10); Mosler (1993, 1994); Koshevoy
(1995); Koshevoy and Mosler (1996, 1997); Joe and Verducci (1993).
2 The multidimensional extension of the ethical indices of inequality is already
embedded in Kolm (1977) and Atkinson and Bourguignon (1982). Indeed, Kolm
(1977) already suggested in a footnote of his paper how to extend the concept of
equally distributed equivalent income.
3 See, e.g., Maasoumi (1986, 1989); Maasoumi and Jeong (1985); Maasoumi and
Nickelsburg (1988); Tsui (1995); Koshevoy and Mosler (1996, 1997); a number of
articles on multidimensional inequality have been collected in a special issue of the
Journal of Econometrics edited by Slottje (1989). For a recent survey, see Maasoumi
(1993).
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this transfer, the third person has more of the two attributes than the second
person. It seems compelling to argue that X is more equal than Y. This paper
o�ers a generalization of such a concept making use of a majorization cri-
terion put forward by Boland and Proschan (1988).

The next important result of this paper is to demonstrate that a set of
axioms leads inexorably to a class of indices that is a multidimensional
generalization of the class of generalized entropy (GE) measures:

I�x1; � � � ; xn� �

1
nc�cÿ1�

Pn
i�1

xi=l� �cÿ1f g; c 6� 0; 1

1
n

Pn
i�1

xi=l� � log xi=l� �; c � 1

1
n

Pn
i�1

log l=xi� �; c � 0

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
;

where n is the number of individuals, xi (a scalar) is the income of the ith
individual, l is themean income and c is a parameter which determines transfer
sensitivity; (see, e.g., Bourguignon 1979; Cowell 1980; Cowell and Kuga 1981;
Shorrocks 1980, 1984; Shorrocks and Foster 1987; Ebert 1988a, b).

In section two, those axioms are introduced which can be immediately
generalized from the unidimensional context. Majorization criteria, i.e.,
partial orders ranking matrices of attributes in terms of the degree of in-
equality, are scrutinized and their relationships explored in section three.
Functional characterizations of indices commensurate with the majorization
criteria are the subject of section four. It is shown that a set of axioms leads
to a class of multidimensional generalized entropy measures. We conclude by
pointing out further research directions.

2. The axioms

Before introducing the axioms, an explanation of our notation is in order.
Rp, R

p
� and R

p
�� denote the Euclidean p-space, the subset of all nonnegative

vectors, and the subset of all strictly positive vectors respectively;
N � f1; 2; 3; . . .g. Let k � 1 be the number of attributes, n the number of
persons and M�n� the set of k � n matrices with positive elements. Let the ijth
element xij of X 2M�n� be the ith attribute of the jth individual; the ith
column and the jth row of X are denoted by xi and xj respectively. xi is then a
vector of attributes of the ith person, whereas xj summarizes the distribution
of the jth attribute among n persons. For each attribute, lj is the mean value
of the jth attribute and l � �l1; . . . ; lk�.

A multidimensional inequality index is de®ned as a continuous real-valued
function In: M�n� ! R;X 7! In�X �; n � 2, satisfying certain axioms, at least
one of which is a majorization criterion, i.e., a partial order of matrices of
attributes with respect to their degree of inequality. The axioms introduced in
this section are motivated by those included in Shorrocks (1984). Most of
them are easily generalizable to the multidimensional context. The exception
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is the well-known Pigou-Dalton Transfer Principle. When is a matrix X
summarizing the distributions of attributes more or less unequal than an-
other matrix Y? This turns out to be a non-trivial question and the next
section will scrutinize this issue.

Let us ®rst start with natural extensions of those axioms underlying
unidimensional indices in Shorrocks (1984). As usual we assume that a small
change in any element of X does not result an abrupt change in In�:�:
Continuity (CN): In�X � is continuous.
Next, the degree of inequality does not depend on the identities of individuals.
Anonymity (AN): In�X � � In�XP� for all permutation matrices P.4

If every individual has the same bundle of attributes then there is complete
equality, i.e.:
Normalization (NM): In��x; x; . . . ; x��� 0 for any strictly positive k�1 vector x.
In conjunction with the majorization criteria in the next section, In�X � � 0.
In the unidimensional setting, it is often informative to decompose overall
inequality into between-group inequality and within-group inequality. Fur-
thermore, it seems desirable that overall inequality is the sum of the two. The
next axiom, which is a generalization of its unidimensional version in
Shorrocks (1984), ensures that In�X � has such a decomposability property:
Decomposability (DC): In�X 1; X 2� � A�In1�X 1�; l

1
; n1; In2�X 2�; l

2
; n2� for any

X � �X 1; X 2� 2M�n� where X 1 includes some n1 columns of X and l
1
is their

mean vector; X 2 is made up of the remaining n2 columns of X, their mean
vector being l

2
. The aggregative function A is continuous and strictly in-

creasing in In1�X 1� and In2�X 2�.
Another commonly invoked axiom in the measurement of income in-

equality is replication invariance: duplicating the population without
changing the distribution of attributes does not change the value of the
inequality index. The multidimensional version of this axiom is:

Replication Invariance (RI): Inr��X ;X ; . . . ;X �� � In�X � for any r 2 N.
The next axiom requires that the index is homogenous of degree zero with
respect to each row of X, i.e., In is row-wise ratio-scale invariant:
Ratio-scale Invariance (RS): In�KX � � In�X �; K � diag�k1; . . . ; kk�, ki > 0;
i� 1; 2; . . . ; k:
The inequality index In is not a�ected by any change in the units of mea-
surement. In is thus analogous to those relative inequality measures in the
unidimensional context.

Without majorization criteria which are partial orders ranking matrices of
attributes by their degree of inequality, the discussion of multidimensional
inequality indices is incomplete. The following section will focus on this issue.

4 An n� n permutation matrix P interchanges the coordinates of an n-vector x so that
xP is a permutation of x.
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3. Majorization criteria

A pioneering study of majorization criteria in the context of multidimen-
sional inequality is Kolm (1977). Some of the results discussed in this section
may be found in that paper. Another important reference is chapter 15 in
Marshall and Olkin (1979). This section will also elaborate on the concept
correlation-increasing majorization introduced below and its relationships
with other majorization criteria.

To motivate our discussion, a brief review of univariate majorization
criteria with one attribute seems appropriate. For one attribute, the Pigou-
Dalton transfer is de®ned as follows: in comparing two income vectors
x � �x1; . . . ; xn� and y � �y1; . . . ; yn�, y may be derived from x by a Pigou-
Dalton (PD) Transfer if, for some i and j, the following holds: xi < xj, xm � ym

for m =2fi; jg; yi � xi � d � xj; yj � xj ÿ d � xi for some d � 0. In other
words, there exists a Pigou-Dalton Matrix T � kE � �1ÿ k�Q; 0 � k � 1,
where E is an identity matrix and Q is a permutation matrix interchanging
two coordinates of x (see Marshall and Olkin, 1979, p. 21), such that y � xT .
A PD transfer with respect to �x; y� is strict if y is not a permutation of x. A
one-attribute index In is said to satisfy the Pigou-Dalton Transfer Principle if
In�y� < In�x� for any strict PD transfer with respect to �x; y�. It is to be noted
that the PD transfer principle has a number of equivalent formulations; (see,
e.g., Marshall and Olkin 1977). For k � 1 attributes and X ; Y 2M�n�, the
following generalizations of univariate majorizations are conceivable:

Uniform PD Majorization (UPD): �X ; Y � 2 UPD if and only if Y � XT for
some matrix T that is a ®nite product of PD transfer matrices and is not a
permutation matrix.
Uniform Majorization (UM): �X ; Y � 2 UM whenever Y � XB, B is a bisto-
chastic matrix and Y cannot be derived by permuting the columns of X.
For k � 1, these criteria reduce to the usual univariate majorization (i.e.,
reverse Lorenz dominance). When k > 1, the next result is well-known (see,
e.g., Marshall and Olkin 1977, chapter 15; Kolm 1977):

Proposition 1: UPD � UM. For the special case that n � 2, UPD is still
equivalent to UM.

UPD and UM measure in some sense the spread of the attributes.5 As
shown below, they cannot rank �Y ; X � in the introductory section where Y is

5 Besides UM and UPD, other majorization criteria have been proposed:

Directional Majorization: �X ; Y � 2 DM if and only if, for any a 2 Rk ; aY strictly
Lorenz dominates aX .
Positive Directional Majorization: �X ; Y � 2 PDM if and only if, for any a 2 Rk

��, aY
strictly Lorenz dominates aX .
See, e.g., Kolm (1977); Bhandari (1988); Koshevoy (1995); Koshevoy and Mosler
(1996); Joe and Verducci (1993). It is not di�cult to show that UPD � UM �
DM � PDM.
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derived fromX by a correlation-increasing transfer though it seems compelling
thatX has amore equitable distribution of attributes. To capture this aspect of
inequality, the concept correlation-increasing transfer (CIT) proposed by Bo-
land and Proschan (1988) is introduced.6 For any two k-vectors x and y, de®ne
the two operators ^ and _ as follows: x ^ y � �minfx1; y1g; . . . ;minfxk; ykg�
and x _ y � �maxfx1; y1g; . . . ;maxfxk; ykg�. For X ; Y 2M�n�, Y may be de-
rived from X by a correlation-increasing transfer if, for some column indices i
and j; i < j; yi � xi ^ xj and yj � xi _ xj; ym � xm; m =2fi; jg. A CIT is strict
whenever yi 6� xi.

As an illustration, let us examine the following three matrices summa-
rizing the distributions of attributes:

X0 �
1 2 3
2 3 1
3 2 1

0@ 1A; X1 �
1 2 3
1 3 2
1 2 3

0@ 1A; X2 �
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

0@ 1A
X1 is derived from X0 by a CIT between the ®rst person and the third;
likewise, the transformation from X1 to X2 pertains to a CIT between the
second and the third person. It seems intuitively compelling to argue that the
distributions of the attributes summarized by X2 is most unequal followed by
X1 and then by X0. Motivated by the concept arrangement increasing ma-
jorization introduced by Boland and Proschan (1988), such an ethical
judgement may be formalized as follows:

Correlation Increasing Majorization (CIM): For X ; Y 2M�n�, �X ; Y � 2 CIM
whenever X may be derived from Y by a permutation of columns and a ®nite
sequence of correlation increasing transfers at least one of which is strict.

In the above example, �X2;X0� 2 CIM. This kind of majorization is
known as an ordering of dependence in statistics (e.g., Shaked 1992) and in
economics of risk as ``pairwise more risk'' (Richard 1975). CIM corresponds
to the Atkinson-Bourguignon ordering (Atkinson and Bourguignon 1982) of
X and Y with two attributes by the social welfare function

R
u�z1; z2�

dF �z1; z2� where @u�z1; z2�=@z1 � 0, @u�z1; z2�=@z2 � 0 and @2u�z1; z2�=
@z1@z2 � 0 with the bivariate distribution F �z1; z2� having the same margin-
als. The following proposition shows that UM or UPD does not include
CIM:

Proposition 2: (a) CIM \UM � ; (b) CIM \UPD � ;.

Proof. Let �X ; Y � 2 CIM. For �X ; Y � to be in UM, xjB � y
j
for all

j 2 f1; 2; . . . ; kg where xj and y
j
are the jth row of X and Y respectively. But

B can only be a permutation matrix. Thus, �X ; Y � =2UM and (a) is valid. (b) is
true because UPD � UM. Q.E.D.

The above discussion highlights two aspects of multidimensional in-
equality: (1) UPD and UM pertain to the ``spread'' of the data of any two

6 See also Epstein and Tanny (1980).
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matrices of attributes; (2) CIM takes into account the correlation among
attributes.

Before ending this section, we relate the above discussion to a di�erent
approach to multidimensional inequality. While the approach adopted in
this paper may be non-welfarist in the sense that the well-being of a person
depends directly on her vector of attributes, some researchers have suggested
a welfarist approach, e.g., Maasoumi (1986) and Dardanoni (1992). The
well-being derived from the attributes is measured through the intermediary
of utility, i.e., for any vector xi of the ith person, her well-being is measured
by u�xi� where u : Rk

�� ! R belongs to some class of functions U. Then,
inequality is gauged with respect to �u�x1�; . . . ; u�xn��. Two utility-based
majorizations may be considered:

UBM�U� � �X ; Y � : X ; Y 2M�n�f , �u�y1�; . . . ; u�yn�� strictly Lorenz domi-
nates �u�x1�; . . . ; u�xn�� where u�:� 2 Ug;

WUBM�U� � �X ; Y � : X ; Y 2M�n�f , �u�y1�; . . . ; u�yn�� strictly Lorenz sub-
dominates �u�x1�; . . . ; u�xn�� where u�:� 2 U,

where an n-vector u Lorenz subdominates v if and only if
Pj

i�1 ûi �
Pj

i�1 v̂i,
j � 1; 2; . . . ; n, û � �û1; . . . ; ûn� and v̂ � �v̂1; . . . ; v̂n� are permutations of u and
v such that û1 � � � � � ûn and v̂1 � � � � � v̂n. The subdominance is strict if one
of the inequalities is strict. Lorenz subdominance corresponds to weak
submajorization in Marshall and Olkin (1979, p. 10)

For di�erent classes of u�:�, UBM�U� and WUBM�U� have interesting
relationships with other majorization criteria introduced before. Let C de-
note the class of functions Rk

�� ! R that are continuous and strictly con-
cave, L, those that are increasing and L-superadditive, i.e., u 2 L, if and only
if u is increasing and u�x ^ y� � u�x _ y� � u�x� � u�x�, and A :� fv 2 L :
v�x� � f �x1� � f �x2� � � � � � f �xk�g. The following proposition is from Kolm
(1977):

Proposition 3: (Kolm 1977) UM � WUBM�C�.
The next proposition clari®es the relationship between CIM on the one

hand and the two utility-based majorizations on the other.

Proposition 4: (a) CIM � WUBM�L�, (b) CIM � UBM�A�.

Proof. For (a), the proof is motivated by Marshall and Olkin (1979, p. 167).
Let �X ; Y � 2 CIM such that X � Zm; Zmÿ1; . . . ; Z0 � Y , where Zt; t �
0; 1; 2; . . . ;m, are a sequence of matrices such that Zt�1 may be derived from
Zt; t � 0; . . . ;mÿ 1, through a CIT. Then, for i < j, zt�1;i � zti ^ ztj,
zt�1;j � zti _ ztj and zt�1;m � zt;m;m =2fi; jg. Since u�:� is increasing in its ar-
guments, u�zt�1;j� � u�zti _ ztj� � maxfu�zti�; u�ztj�g. Furthermore, since u�:�
2 L, u�zti ^ ztj� � u�zti _ ztj� � u�zti� � u�ztj�. There is at least one t such that
the inequality above is strict. Thus, �u�zti�; u�ztj�� Lorenz subdominates
�u�zti ^ ztj�; u�zti _ ztj��. By a result in Marshall and Olkin (1979, A.7.a(i),
p. 122), if um � vm, m =2fi; jg, then �ui; uj� Lorenz subdominates �vi; vj�
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implies that u Lorenz-subdominates v. Since zt�1;m � ztm, for all m =2fi; jg, it
follows that �u�zt1�; . . . ; u�ztn�� Lorenz subdominates �u�zt�1;1�; . . . ; u�zt�1;n��.
Repeating the argument for each pair of Zt�1 and Zt, �u�y1�; . . . ; u�yn��
Lorenz subdominates �u�x1�; . . . ; u�xn��. The subdominance is strict because
at least one CIT with respect to the sequence fZt; t � 0; 1; 2; . . . ;mg is strict.

With regard to (b), since u�x� � f1�x1� � � � � � fk�xk� and the elements of
each row vector of Y is just some permutation of the elements in each row of
X ,

Pn
i�1
Pk

j�1 f �yji� �
Pn

i�1
Pk

j�1 f �xji�. Thus, �u�y1�; . . . ; u�yn�� strictly
Lorenz dominates �u�x1�; . . . ; u�xn�� (see also Marshall and Olkin 1979,
Theorem F14, p. 167). Q.E.D.

4. Functional characterizations of majorization criteria

The main objectives of this section are: (i) to understand the role of each
majorization criterion in restricting the functional form of In�X �, (ii) to ax-
iomatically derive the class of multidimensional generalized entropy mea-
sures. With regard to (i), a multidimensional inequality index should satisfy
the axiom that In is strictly increasing with respect to UM, UPD or CIM.
Such axioms will be denoted by the same notation as the corresponding
majorizations.

Before adding any majorization criterion, it is possible to show that the
other axioms restrict the index to a speci®c class of functions. The proof is
omitted because it is almost identical to the one for the one-attribute case in
Shorrocks (1984). Details may however be found in Tsui (1997).7 The result
is stated below as a lemma:

Lemma 1: In : M�n� ! R satis®es CN, AN, NM, DC and RI if and only if
there exist continuous functions / and F such that, for every X 2M�n� having
mean vector l :� �l1; . . . ; lk�,

F �In�X �; l� � 1

n

Xn

i�1
�/�xi� ÿ /�l�� �1�

and F is strictly increasing in In�X � and F �0; l� � 0.

Next, we combine UM with the other axioms, resulting in the following
theorem:

Theorem 1: In�X � satis®es UM, CN, AN, NM, DC and RI , In�X � satis®es
UPD, CN, AN, NM, DC and RI , eq. (1) holds with / strictly convex.

Proof. Suppose that In�X � satis®es UM, CN, AN, NM, DC. By Lemma 1,
eq. (1) holds. Let B be a bistochastic matrix such that each element in B is 1=n
and Y � XB where Y cannot be derived by permuting the columns of XB,
then In�Y � < In�X �. By eq. (1),

7 The proof is available on request.
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F �In�Y �; l� ÿ F �In�X �; l� � 1=n
Xn

i�1
/�yi� ÿ /�xi�
h i

< 0:

Since yi � l for all i, /�l1; . . . ; lk� < 1=n
Pn

i�1 /�xi�. Thus, / is strictly
convex. Conversely, Lemma 1 shows that eq. (1) satis®es all the axioms
except UM. If /�:� is a strictly convex function and Y � XB where B is a
bistochastic matrix and XB is not a column-wise permutation of Y ,
/�y1� � � � � � /�yn� < /�x1� � � � � � /�xn� (Marshall and Olkin 1979, Theo-
rem B1, p. 433).

If UM is replaced by UPD, eq. (1) still holds with / still strictly convex.
Let Y � XT , where T � kE � �1ÿ k�Q is a Pigou-Dalton matrix with E being
an identity matrix, Q is a permutation matrix interchanging the i and j
coordinates of a vector and k � 1=2. We assume that the transfer is strict
so that �X ; Y � 2 UPD. Then, yi � yj � �xi � xj�=2 and /��xi � xj�=2� <
�/�xi� � /�xj��=2. Thus, / is strictly convex. Conversely, if eq. (1) holds, CN,
AN, NM, DC and RI are satis®ed. If �X ; Y � 2 UPD, Y � XT . Since the
product of Pigou-Dalton matrices is a bistochastic matrix,
/�y1� � � � � � /�yn� < /�x1� � � � � � /�xn� (Marshall and Olkin 1979, Theo-
rem B1, p. 433). Thus, �X ; Y � 2 UPD ) In�X � > In�Y �. We have shown
that the three statements are equivalent. Q.E.D.

If / has second partial derivatives /ij, strict convexity of / is equivalent
to the following conditions:

Dj �
X
r2Rj

sgn �r�
Yj

i�1
/ir�i� > 0; �2�

for all j 2 f1; 2; . . . ; kg, where Rj denotes the set of permutations of
f1; 2; . . . ; jg, sgn �r� � �1 if the permutation is even and sgn �r� � ÿ1 if the
permutation is odd.

The next theorem shows that CIM restricts /�:� to be strictly L-super-
additive, i.e., /�x ^ y� � /�x _ y� > /�x� � /�y� if x ^ y is not equal to x or y.

Theorem 2: In�X � satis®es CIM, UM, CN, AN, NM, DC and RI , In�X �
satis®es CIM, UPD, CN, AN, NM, DC and RI , eq. (1) holds with /�:�
strictly convex and strictly L-superadditive.

Proof. In view of Theorem 1, we only have to prove the part on the strict
L-superadditivity of /. Let �Y ;X � 2 CIM, where Y is derived from X via a
strict CIT such that for i < j, yi � xi ^ xj, yj � xi _ xj and ym � xm for
m =2fi; jg. Then, using eq. (1), /�xi ^ xj� � /�xi _ xj� > /�xi� � /�xj�, i.e., / is
strictly L-superadditive.

Conversely, if eq. (1) holds, CN, AN, NM, DC and RI holds by Lemma 1.
With regard to CIM, let there be a sequence of matrices Y � Zm,
Zmÿ1; . . . ; Z0 � X , such that Zt is derived from Ztÿ1, t � 1; 2; . . . ;m, via a CIT,
with at least one CIT strict. For any t, let i < j such that zt;i � ztÿ1;i ^ ztÿ1;j,
zt;j � ztÿ1;i _ ztÿ1;j and zt;p � ztÿ1;p for p =2fi; jg. Since / is strictly L-sup-
eradditive, /�zt;i� � /�zt;i� > /�ztÿ1;i� � /�ztÿ1;j� whenever Zt is derived from
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Ztÿ1 by a strict CIT. It is then not di�cult to see that In�Y � > In�X � since at
least one of the CITs is strict. Thus CIM is satis®ed. Q.E.D.

If /�:� has second partial derivatives, strict L-superadditivity is equivalent
to

/ij �
@2/
@xi@xj

> 0; i; j � 1; 2; . . . ; k; i 6� j �3�

(see Marshall and Olkin (1979), p. 150 and the references cited there).
If In�X � satis®es UM, the index is also increasing with respect to

WUBM�C�. It is increasing with respect to WUBM�L� if In�X � also satis®es
CIM . Thus, the ethical judgements on inequality of non-welfarist inequality
indices satisfying UM (or UPD) and CIM are consistent with utility-based
inequality indices for certain classes of utility functions.

/�:� in eq. (1) may assume many functional forms. Introducing RS inexo-
rably leads to the class of multidimensional generalized entropy measures.

Theorem 3: In�X � satis®es RS, UM (or UPD), CN, AN, NM, DC and RI if
and only if there exists a transformation F such that, for every X 2M�n�
having mean vector l, either

F �In�X �� � q
n

Xn

i�1

Yk

j�1

xji

lj

 !cj

ÿ1
" #

; �4a�

where
P

r2Rj
sgn �r�Pi

i�1 qcir�i� > 0, cir�i� � cicr�i�, if i 6� r�i� and cir�i� �
ci�ci ÿ 1�, if i � r�i�;
or

F �In�X �� � 1

n

Xn

i�1

xmi

lm

� � Xk

j�1
amj log

xji

lj

 !" #
; �4b�

where m 2 f1; 2; . . . ; kg with the following restrictions on the parameters: (i) for
j < m, �ÿ1�jQj

i�1 ami > 0, (ii) for j � m,
P

r2Rj
sgn �r�Dj�r� > 0 and either

Dj�r� � �ÿ1�jÿ1
Qj

i�1 ami or Dj�r� � �ÿ1�jÿ2a2mp

Q
i6�m;p ami > 0; or

F �In�X �� � 1

n

Xn

i�1

Xk

j�1
dj log

lj

xji

� �
�4c�

where dj > 0 for all j.

Proof. The proof is similar to that for the one-attribute case in Shorrocks
(1984). Readers are referred to Tsui (1997) for details. CN, AN, NM, DC
and RI lead to eq. (1). Adding RS restricts eq. (1) to (4a)±(4c) above. The
transformation F is independent of l because of RS. The restrictions of the
parameters ensure that / in Theorem 1 is strictly convex. Since the functional
forms of / corresponding to (4a)±(4c) have second partial derivatives, the
ranges of the parameters are derived using eq. (2). The result continues to
hold if UM is replaced by UPD because of Theorem 1. Q.E.D.
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To clarify the restrictions on the parameters, it is illuminating to review
the case when k � 2.

Corollary 1: When k � 2, (4a) reduces to

F �In�X �� � q
n

Xn

i�1

x1i

l1

� �c1 x2i

l2

� �c2

ÿ1
� �

; �5a�

where �c1; c2� 6� �0; 0�; �0; 1�; �1; 0�, qc1�c1 ÿ 1� > 0, c1c2�1ÿ c1 ÿ c2� > 0;
(4b) becomes

F �In�X �� �
1
n

Pn
i�1
�x1i=l1��a11 log�x1i=l1� � a12 log�x2i=l2��

1
n

Pn
i�1
�x2i=l2��a21 log�x1i=l1� � a22 log�x2i=l2��

8>><>>:
where a11 > 0, a12�a11 � a12� < 0, a21 < 0 and a21�a22 � a21� < 0; lastly, �4c�
becomes

F �In�X �� � 1

n

Xn

i�1
�d1 log�l1=x1i� � d2 log�l2=x2i�� �5c�

where d1 > 0 and d2 > 0.

Proof. By eq. (2), D1 � /11 > 0 and D2 � /11/22 ÿ /2
12 > 0. The restrictions

on the parameters are then derived accordingly. Q.E.D

If CIM is incorporated, (4b) and (4c) are eliminated.

Theorem 4: In�X � satis®es CIM, UM (or UPD), RS, CN, AN, NM, DC, RI
and if and only if �4a� holds with the additional restriction that qcicj > 0.

Proof. (4a) holds with the additional restriction that qcicj > 0 because of
eq. (3) in Theorem 4. (4b) and (4c) are incompatible with CIM and are thus
eliminated. The theorem is still valid if UM is replaced by UPD. Q.E.D.

For k � 2, only (5a) remains with the additional restriction that
qc1c2 > 0.

5. Conclusion

The study of multidimensional inequality indices has gradually been gath-
ering momentum. Much however remains to be done in this area. The dis-
cussion in this paper hopefully will stimulate further research on this subject.
The class of multidimensional entropy measures should be a welcome ad-
dition to the toolkit of those who are interested in the empirical investigation
of multidimensional inequality.

The approach of this paper is non-welfarist. It is controversial whether
one should measure inequality with respect to attributes per se or in terms of
utilities? This question entails a di�cult philosophical question: ``inequality
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of what?'' (see, e.g., Sen 1985, 1987, 1992). By exploring utility-based ma-
jorizations, we have shown that our class of multidimensional indices is
compatible with these majorizations for certain types of functions. More
work on the welfarist and nonwelfarist approach hopefully will shed more
light on the measurement of multidimensional inequality.
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